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Committee ends session with
Rochester activity fee issue
By DALE KURSCHNER
News Editor
Winona State students at
Rochester are going to have to
start paying their share of a state
university system union debt if an
activity fund committee's
recommendation is accepted by
President Thomas Stark.
Currently, Winona State
students in Winona are paying
approximately $10,000 more a
year in activity fees than they
have to because Rochester
Winona State students haven't
been footing their share of the

union debt, according to the
committee.
Under guidelines set by the
State University Board, all state
'university students are required
to pay for bonds the board sold
several years ago to finance the
construction of dorms and
unions at state universities.
It wasn't until last week,
however, that student senators
on the student activity fund ad
hoc committee stumbled upon
the discrepency in activity fees
between Rochester and Winona
students.

Rochester's
Students at
are
Winona State facility
currently required to pay half of
what Winona campus students
pay per credit hour in activity fees
(one-half of $6.30).
Student Senate President Mary
Hermsen said those fees had
been going straight to the
Rochester Community College
before last fall when she
instigated a change in the
procedure. That change basically
gave a large sum of the activity
fees to the Winona State facility
See Activity fee page 3

State University Board rep
tells of financial problems

A member of Cliff Alexis' Steel Experience band plays his steel
drum for a Kryszko Smog audience on Feb. 12. The band's
performance was part of Black Cultural Awareness Week. (photo by
Brian J. Poulter)

By La MILLER
and KIM FLODIN-COLLINS
Staff Reporters
Problems caused by average
cost funding 'and an enrollment
bulge originating in the 1970's
were discussed last Wednesday
night at Winona State by Gene
Mammenga, director of business
and government relations for the
State University Board.
Mammenga said the board is
currently trying to get a bill
passed which could change the
current average cost funding
technique created by Govenor
Rudy Perpich three years ago.
Under average cost funding,

students at state universities are
required to pay for one-third (33
percent) of their instructional
cost based on a fixed number of
students per year. That student
figure, he said, is predicted a year
in advance and restricts the
university system from getting
"any money for an increase in
students until two years later."
The board hopes to lower
Perpich's 33 percent requirement
currently in effect to a level more
affordable to students, such as
29 - 31 percent, Mammenga said.
said.
Tuition costs, he said create a
"tough situation to get down"

because a decrease from the
current 33 percent to 32 percent
would reduce student payments
by $15 million.
In addition, Mammenga said
there is no actual testimony
stating that actual enrollments
have been reduced because of
increased tuition.
He did concede, however, that
tuition costs have risen in the
past five years "like they never
have before."
Mammenga went on to say that
the number one objective of the

By DALE KURSCHNER
News Editor
Several student senators were
irritated last week by a proposal
which could change senate
presidential election procedures
at Winona State.
Jim Schmidt, vice president of
Student Senate, proposed that a
referendum be added to voter
ballets this spring whereby
students would be asked,
"Should anyone running for
president of Student Senate be
required to have served on the
senate for at least six months?"
Schmidt said that he felt
experience was needed for a
person to be the leader of any
organization, especially Senate.
"All the hard work we've done
this year isn't worth beans if next
year's senate doesn't follow

through," Schmidt told the
Senate.
Some senators, however, felt
that an experience requirement
shouldn't be mandatory. "If
someone who hasn't been in
Senate before runs for president,
usually his lack of qualifications
will show up when he's compared
to other candidates," one senator
said.
Other senators said that many
students at Winona State are
qualified enough to handle being
Senate president because of their
involvement in other student
activities. Those senators also
said that transfer students who
were on a Student Senate at their
previous college shouldn't have
to be penalized because they
haven't served at Winona State.
Schmidt said that not all

colleges are alike, and that
certain rules and procedures
apply to each state university
senate.
He also said, "If we get a
petition of 100 names on any
student issue, it has to go on the
ballot. If this Senate opposes
this, I will have no problem
walking through one dorm floor
and getting those 100 names."
Schmidt said that he wasn't
threatening the Senate by his
petition idea, but that all he was
asking for was to leave the issue
up to the students.
After 30 minutes of discussion
and after the Senate tried twice to
put an end to the debate, it
approved Schmidt's request that
the referendum be put on the
ballot.

Black Awareness
week a success
Vice President's election proposal
disturbs student senate members
By PATRICK McILHERAN
Feature Editor
In spite of a few difficulties, Winona State's Black Cultural
Awareness week was a success, according to Jon Kosidowski,
advisor to the black cultural group on campus.
The three-day long event was to have featured films, a band, a
choir, and a banquet. And most of those came off without a
hitch, said Kosidowski.
The banquet, wich served around 200 diners, features some of
the specialty dishes of American blacks. It was prepared by the
black cultural group, with the help of Winona State's campus
dining service.
Like all good things, it took time. Kosidowski said that
although the banquet was served on Tuesday, the preparation
began Sunday.
Earlier that day, patrons of Kryszko Commons' Smog lounge
were entertained by the Cliff Alexis Steel Experience, a band
specializing in Caribbean-style music. Five of the seven
musicians played steel drums, instruments made of old oil
drums that produced a sound like a xylophone. The band, part of
a larger group from St. Paul's Central High School, seemed to
draw a steady crowd during its four-hour performance.
Other events included a concert by the Rance Majestic Choir,
a church-based gospel group from St. Paul, and a film on
basketball. A film of a black music festival did not arrive as
planned.
See Black Awareness page 6
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Rochester commuters suggest shuttle service
By SUSAN RICKETTS
Staff Reporter
A letter from a road weary
commuting Rochester student
has prompted the appointment of
a committee by Winona State
President Thomas Stark to study
the feasibility of shuttle service
between Rochester and Winona.
The single parent of four
children, Nancy Hengeveld
described attending classes at
Winona State as an "inspiration"
and the commuting as a burden
"financially, emotionally, and
physically."
Just 60 credits from graduating
as an English major, Hengeveld
has persevered in surviving the 80
mile round trip drive everyday,
but is worried about her "car's
survival until graduation."
The wear and tear of driving
has put a strain on the car and the
pocket book. In her two page
letter to Stark, Hengeveld told
how exacting the cost of
commuting can be. Ten percent
of her monthly budget is spend

Tor gasoline and since last spring,
more than a month-and-a-half's
income has been spent on
repairs.
Not everone that commutes
has had the tenacity that
Hengeveld has had. The expense
of commuting has been a road
block for several students who
want to further their education.
Hengeveld said that several of
her Rochester friends are seeking
educational alternatives or
waiting for a four year school to
be built in Rochester.
The alternatives are not
reasonable for Hengeveld, who is
so close to completing her
education.
Hengeveld's letter was not just
a letter of complaint. She also
offered several suggestions to
Stark about how the commuting
problem could be remedied.
Hengeveld said that she
estimated from the quarterly car
pool meetings that more than 150
students commute from
Rochester and the surrounding
,

communities to Winona State.
She suggested that buses or
vans could serve these students
and open the opportunity for
other students who are unable to
commute new to begin classes at
Winona State.
Rochester Community College
offers some classes but not all
the classes needed to complete a
degree. So commuting is
necessary to graduate.
Hengeveld pointed out that the
buses would be good public
relations for the university, and
could provide other services.
Stark agreed that shuttle
service had potential but at the
moment the probability is
uncertain. "Since my arrival one
and one-half years ago, a shuttle
service has been a continuous
topic," he said.
"We feel we can serve
Rochester here and we have to
make the university more
accessible. The extent of courses
offered in Rochester is limited
and a form of mass

transportation to Winona would
be preferred," said Stark.
It would be ideal, said Stark, if
an interested student could be
licensed to drive from 'Rochester
and that way the bus or van could
be stored at Rochester.
The
chairman
of
the
committee, Charlie Zane, said
that the committee has more
questions than answers right
now.
The committee, which includes
Hengeveld, has met once. Zane
and Jon Kosidowski, assistant to
the vice president of student
affairs, will attend the car poolers'
meeting at Golden Hills in
Rochester Feb. 20.
The committee has obtained
estimated costs from several bus
lines. Rochester City Lines would
charge $160 round trip daily for a
school bus. Phillips Bus Service
and Minnesota City Bus Service,
both Winona-based, would
charge $115 round trip daily for a
school bus or $125 for coach.
1•1111111•11•V

Pregnant?

Survey changes viewpoints
By DALE KURSCHNER
News Editor
The Minnesota State University
Student Association has
changed its stand towards the
possible 21 year-old drinking age
because of information it
obtained from a recent state-wide
student survey.
Given to 1,321 students at four
state universities three months
ago, the survey showed 63
percent of those replying were
against the increase.
The association of students
had earlier decided to "stick to
educational matters" and
avoided taking a stand on the
drinking age issue, according to
Winona State Student Senate
President Mary Hermsen.
Hermsen, who represents
Winona State at MSUSA, said
that after MSUSA examined the
survey results, it found it had
"valid evidence to voice against
21."
Other information compiled by
the survey will also benefit
individual senates at the four
universities and MSUSA when it
comes to making future
decisions, Hermsen said.
"It gives us a good indicator of

what students feel about things,"
said Hermsen. "It's a matter of
direct feedback."
That information ranged from
financial aid issues and tuition
costs to liquor on campus and
student government awareness.
Of the 533 students who took
the survey at Winona State, 68
percent said they were against an
increase.
When asked if they thought
tuition was too high, 72 percent
of the respondents state-wide
said "yes" while 58 percent of
those answering in Winona said
the same. Seven people at
Winona State said they felt
tuition was too low.
Approximately 57 percent of
the students surveyed said they
would support a class action
lawsuit challenging the new
federal law, which withholds 5
percent of a state's federal
highway funds if its drinking
age is not set at 21.
Students also said they knew
very little, if anything, about what
MSUSA does for them. Statewide, 82 percent of the
respondents said they didn't
know what MSUSA does. At
Winona State, only 17 percent of
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students surveyed said they
knew what the student
association does.
Hermsen said MSUSA hopes to
use this information in future
situations like its stand on the
drinking age where no immediate
student opinions are available.

Zane said that both Winona
bus companies said they would
have to purchase new buses for
the shuttle service and the
companies would probably want
a long-term contract with the
university.
It was suggested by a
committee member that the
university could purchase several
vans and make several runs to
Rochester and that that type of
service could include night
students.
Some unanswered questions
are how many students would
use the service and would they be
willing to pay such a service?
Maintenance, drivers, liability
insurance, and sources of
funding all have to be explored
yet, also.
Hengeveld suggested that the
students may be willing to
purchase commuter tickets like
the tickets that are sold for food
service so that whether a student
rode or not the tickets would
cover the costs.
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Student vote needed in city referendum issue
By DALE KURSCHNER
News Editor
Winona City Council members
and concerned citizens have
asked Winona State students to
help decide March 5 if a senior
citizen housing project should be
built in Knopp Valley, located by
Saint Mary's College in Winona.
After a record turn-out in last
fall's presidential election,
Winona State students are being
recognized more as being a

strong political voting machine,
according to Richard Tremain of
Winona Arms, Inc., a combination
of Sauer Memorial Home and the
Board of Social Ministry.
Tremain said that Winona Arms
and others favoring the project
hope to see students voting on
the issue in two weeks.
Opposition to the $1.7 million
federally funded senior citizen
housing project said the same
thing two months ago when it

approached Student Senate
and asked for its support on a
petition against the project.
Giles Shmidt, director of
development at Rochester's
Winona State facility told
senators that senior citizens
would "just be put away out in
the middle of nowhere, with no
transportation into town."
City council members told
senate that Shmidt, like others
against the project, was only

concerned about "having an ugly
building built in their
neighborhood."
Winona Arms, Tremain said,
has made arrangements to
provide senior citizens with
transportation seven days a
week. He said the organization
figured about half of the 49
residents in the project would
still be able to drive themselves.
The building plans have also
been changed, Tremain said, to

Activity fees

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
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on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Ai my Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.
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Continued from page 1
in Rochester and a lesser amount
to Rochester Community
College.
After last Thursday's ad hoc
committee meeting, the activity
fees at Rochester, with Stark's
approval, will be divided to pay
for the union debt, Minnesota
State University Student
Association charge (which the
fees had also failed to cover in
the past) and to the Rochester
Winona State facility.
The committee settled on a
figure of $1.20 per credit hour to
be allocated through Rochester
students' activity fee to the union
debt. That figure was arrived at by
taking the State University
Board's full time equivalent
figure of 15 credit hours per
student and dividing it up into the
$18 the board is charging each
student for the bond debt. ($1.20).
The committee also decided
that five cents per credit hour, the
usual charge for MSUSA, would
also come from the activity fees.
The remaining amount would go
to the Rochester Winona State
facility.
Because
Winona
State

create a more athetically good
looking building.
The reason for the project's
location being in Knopp Valley,
sources have said, is because of
zoning regulations requiring any
federally funded housing project
to be located outside of a flood
plain area. Tremain said that
Knopp Valley is the "only parcel
of land in the entire city of
Winona where this housing can
be built under that guideline."
students at Winona campus are
alreadying paying for Rochester
students' part of the bond debt,
the money coming from
Rochester students' activity fee
for the debt would go into a
"separate contingency" fund at
Winona campus to be used as a
balance forward for next years
activity fund allocations.
After
deciding
on
the
Rochester Activity fee issue, the
board finally ended it's two
month analysis of student
activity fees at Winona State.
This year the activity fund ad
hoc committee had to adjust the
allocations of activity fee money
at Winona State to the negative of
$12,000 to $14,000. That amount,
the committee decided, will
probably be absorbed in
spending cuts in the student
union and possibly the health
center.
Committee members also
decided to cut $4,000 from the
music activity area because they
felt the money was needed more
in other areas, such as in cocurricular activities (made up of
student clubs and organizations
with constitutions on file at the
senate.)
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Continued from page 1
State University Board is to
acquire full funding for an
enrollment bulge that occured
between 1977 and 1983 at state
universities.
"If they would fund the state
university system based on the
actual students we have, we
would be receiving $2.5 million
more than we are," Mammenga
said.
The board would, of course,

like to get the $2.5 million in its
budget for next year but, with the
recent cuts in spending, "we'll be
lucky to get what we have now,"
Mammenga said.
He said he didn't want to
complain too much because he
felt the legislature had been fairly
generous lately. "When the
govenor gives you 21 percent of
the state budget as opposed to
the eight percent he gave to other
state agencies, it's hard to be
critical of him."
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Editorials
Shuttle service has
many roadblocks
Some Rochester students have suggested to President Tom
Stark that a shuttle service is needed to help commuting students
attend Winona State.
Certainly a shuttle service would be ideal, but there are too many
road blocks for it to be feasible.
One suggestion is to buy a bus for the commuting students.
However, with money very tight at Winona State, it isn't very likely.
Renting a bus would also be too expensive. Phillips Bus Service and
Minnesota City Bus Service would charge $115 for a school bus
making round trips daily.
A look at the main reason for the shuttle service is that Winona
State is not accessible for Rochester area students. However,
Winona is close to making their programs very accessible, thanks
to the Rochester Center.
According to Lyle Halliday, director-of the Winona State fleet, a
university van could not be set aside for the commuters because
both vans are tied-up for most of the week already.
A shuttle service is just a step too much. With the building of the
Winona State-Rochester Center looming only a few years away, it
would be very unwise for Winona State to buy a van or bus for
commuting students. In two years, Winona State has the
opportunity to offer twice as many courses in Rochester and the
need for commuting services would diminish.
If Winona State wants to help the commuting student, the
farthest is should go is to reward students who car pool by paying
some percentage of gas.
This would encourage commuters to car pool as well as make the
price of "education via commuter" a little more affordable.

No-college classes
needs cooperation
The Tri-College program has deteriorated into an almost nonexistant program due to a lack of organization, lack of cooperation
and paperwork run-around for students wishing to use the system.
The Tri-College program began in July 1976 with a $14,600 grant
to employ coordinators, and provide a bus, newsletters, and
department travel.
When the $14,600 grant was used up, the Northwest Area
Foundation donated $88,000 from 1980-83 for additional
workshops, a film library and a joint lecture program.
Now, all that is left is a film library.
Only eight Winona State students attended Saint Mary's fall
quarter, while 25 enrolled in College of Saint Teresa classes.
Compatible schedules could up the number of students attending
Saint Mary's. As of now, Saint Mary's should admit they want no
part of the program.
Another problem is the paperwork run-around needed to register
for a No-College class. Students must obtain a permit form, get it
signed by the department chair of the host college, must go
through registration at the college offering the class, etc.
Sound confusing? Think how a student feels about taking a NoCollege program and having to run back and forth between
campuses like a ping pong ball.
What makes things even harder is the lack of coordination in the
program. Presently, there are no coordinators for the program.
Deans have been appointed to oversee the program, but none
have a firm grasp on what the program is all about. The deans have
not met to discuss the program for more than two years.
To once again become a Tri-College program, coordination is
needed, the paperwork must be minimal and Saint Mary's will have
to cooperate by changing to a three-quarter system. Until then, it
will continue to be the No-College program.

Correction
The Winonan received incorrect information as regards to the
status of the Campus Crusade for Christ group. The Campus
Crusade for Christ is a recognized campus club. Members and
volunteered to leave Morey Hall after the If I Should Die program;
housing said they did not oust them.

Maybe we could walk, it's only 45 miles

Letters
Itemized audit needed
To the Editor:
There seems to be a real financial crisis
surrounding our student activity fees and a few
debts. We as students know some of the facts. We
know that we now pay $64.60 in activity fees, and
that this may rise to $75.
What we don't know, is exactly where that money
goes once it is given to said organizations; in
particular the Student Union. What happens to
that money? How is it spent?
I think it should be remembered that it is our
money, right out of our own pockets. Do we really
know where that money goes? No! And do you
know why? No one has really yet spoken up and
demanded to know.
I feel the Student Senate should approach this
question, perhaps with an ad hoc committee, and
seek an itemized audit. Not one given to us from
the inside, but from a neutral party. Now I don't
doubt Mr. Zane's integrity, I just want to be fair.
This itemized audit would also keep the air clear
in the event that cuts fall into place. Those
possible cuts should be to the best benefit of the
students. I don't want -to' see the students kicked
in the shorts if a bureaucracy is sustaining itself.
Now everyone who works for their money, and
can appreciate the value of a buck, speak up! It's
our money. It's our right to know where it goes. We
are the purpose of this institution, so let's make
sure we get our fair shake.
Sincerely,
Kurt Roger Johnson

Crusade group overlooked
To the Editor:
It has been brought to my attention that
Campus Crusade for Christ is a recognized
student organization. This group existed on our
campus several years ago, thus they have a
constitution on file with the university along with a
current list of student officers. Since current
practice requires that only new student clubs
submit a constitution to the Student Senate we
were not directly made aware of their
Sincerely,
reinstatement.
Mary L. Hermsen

Nuclear survival unrealistic
To the Editor:
I was fascinated by Greg Abbott's three articles
alerting the public to the fact that Winona is not
properly prepared to withstand a nuclear
holocaust, and providing us with helpful hints for

survival. But his articles are incomplete.
We who lives on boathouses in Winona have a
great plan for survival. We can drill holes into the
barrels on which we float, and breathe the air inside
the barrels for several weeks. For food, we will pull
fish out of the river through our floors.
When nuclear winter gives way to spring, we
plan to rise up from our coffins and go to the
mainland. We will stuff all the nuclear debris of the
town into our boathouses, cut the mooring ropes,
and send it all to La Crosse.
Then we will take over the city. Rest assured,
Winona will survive a limited nuclear war!
Sincerely,
John Rupkey

More study areas needed
To the Editor:
During my three-and-a-half years as a student at
Winona State, I've noticed a marked lack of quality
study places. The library is noisy and crowded,
dorm rooms are too hectic and the dorm lounges
are available primarily to dorm residents.
In the past, the idea of extending library hours
was found to be not feasible due to staffing and
budget restrictions. The library also has a
reputation for being somewhat of a social center.
Besides the library, there are few places really
conclusive to studying. Dorm rooms, with the
interruptions of phone calls, roommates, and
boisterous neighbors, are far from ideal.
I feel a solution to the problem would be to leave
another study area open late at night, perhaps
even 24 hours. There are a few areas that would be
ideal to use. Baldwin Lounge currently closes at 10
p.m. This would be a good place to leave open
because the doors connecting the lounge to the
rest of the union may be locked, prohibiting
people from entering areas around the cateteria or
union.
The Art Tye Lounge and the Smog, both located
in the Union, close at 11 p.m. and 9 p.m.
respectively. Either of these areas could also be
isolated from the rest of the Union by locked doors
and then left open for studying.
Safety in these areas late at night could be of
concern, but with the cooperation of our campus
security, periodic checks could be made to ensure
our students' safety and eliminate any possible
vandalism.
With the cooperation of the students, the Union,
and security, I'm convinced these ideas could be
Sincerely,
implemented.
Kathryn Reed
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Spring break for under $50
Some students think they have it all planned out about spring
break. Many plan to bus-it down to Florida and drink 75 - 100
percent of the time while lying in the sun at the ocean front. Others
figure they can spend $400 - $600 on flying to the San Padre Islands
or to Miami, Florida, where they'll take a boat around the Caribbean
Islands.
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That's great for those who are willing to spend lots of money for a
quick tan and 10-day drunk. But for those more conservative college
students, those who reflect the true financial status of the average
college student, there's a better way.

Next, I'm going to set up seven sun tanning sessions out at River
City Health Spa for $25 and borrow the parents' sun lamp. I'm
also going to stock up on the following necessary foods: pineapple
juice, orange juice, lime juice, coconut cream, strawberries, three
liters of rum, two liters of vodka and one liter of tequila (basic
ingredients for pina colatas, margaritas, screwdrivers and tequila
sunrises.)
Some guys out there might be saying, "Ya, that's great, but what
about girls?" Well, I'm going to buy Sports Illustrated's swimming
suit edition and pin the pictures on the far end of the living room
wall. Then I too, can use binoculars or a telephoto lens to look at
girls, and 111 have even better "scenery" to look at.
Besides saving $250 to $550 in one week, I'll be able to control
my sunlight (no rain or cold weather in the living room) and I'll be
able to get sick from drinking in the serenity of my own home.
Of course, I will be missing out on perhaps the most important
aspects of spring break — those good of color snapshots one uses
to tell people, "See, I've been there!"
But if / went to Florida or San Padre Islands, I wouldn't be able to
afford developing the pictures I took down there when I got back
anyway.

Shawn Kulig, Computer
Science, Independence,
Wis.
I haven't seen them
this year. I heard they
weren't good.

Ur

Todd Trichler

Jim Schmidt

First, I'm going to go out and buy myself some of that goodsmelling coconut-laced suntan lotion and some good-quality sun
glasses. I should also pick up some Alka-Seltzers, Pepto-Bismol,
and aspirin.

Howard Joseph, Political
Science, St. Louis Park
I think they do an
adequate job with what
they have in terms of
scholarships to hand
out.

K;4--

Counterpoint

I'm going to spend $50 during spring break an_d I'm going to be
tanner and more hungover than any of the more financiallysupported students when they get back to Winona.

The Student Voice

L

Senate experience needed

All students should run

"Should anyone running for the position of
Student Senate president be required to have
served on the Senate for at least six months?"
This is a constitutional amendment that Winona
State students will be voting on this spring.
Let me first say I might not have supported this
two years ago. Last year, the president served
without any previous experience. The Senate
spent fall and winter quarter deciding which way
was up. That president, I feel, tried very hard.
Unfortunately, I can try to do open heart surgery
with almost the same success. When the
president deals with a million-dollar Student
Activity Fee and may testify before a Minnesota
State House Committee, it is necessary that the
president be the Winona State student expert.
Expertise comes with experience. Most
students, after years of training at college, are
required to do an internship. The six months
required to run can be viewed as such. I have been
in the Senate for three years, even I don't pretend
to know everything there is to learn.
The earliest this amendment could take effect
would be the spring of '86 — if the students vote
for it this spring. If they students vote it down, I
can accept that. but LET THE STUDENT
DECIDE!!!

Running for a student senator position such as
president, should be open to any student with the
desire to have a strong, well-run student
government. Previous requirements have been
simple, as they should be.
There are many capable students here who
could effectively run a student organization
without meeting a criteria or qualification.
Currently, our constitution states any student
with eight or more credit hours and not on
academic probation is eligible to run for the
president position.
This clearly does not discriminate against you,
who may want to run. However, this ideal method
would change if the referendum is passed. The
referendum reads, "Anyone running for the
position of Student Senate president must be
required to have served on the Senate for at least
six months."
This clearly discriminates against you, the
student with no previous senate involvement. You
may be perfectly capable of running our student
government, but I'm sorry. Only one percent — 50
out of 4,000 students — would be qualified to run
for president. So you want to run for Student
Senate president? Lots of luck — because you
haven't served your time.

What do you think of the basketball team?

Wagner,
Norma
Arlington
Nuring,
Heights, Ill.
I don't know, I haven't
been to any of their
games.

Ann Tvchtenhagen, Paralegal, Fairfax
I think they should
come around and get a
new coach.

Ron Freiling, Business
Administration, South
St. Paul
They are a young team
and have a lot of
improvements to make.
They should think about
a new coach.

Bonnie
Diedrich,
Physical Therapy, Avon
I don't know anything
about them. I've heard
from others they haven't
done too well.
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Stark to determine future of Tri-college
By LISA LARSON
Chief Reporter
Winona State President
Thomas Stark is going to have to
decide whether to continue the
Tri-College program or phase it
out because of lack of funding.
Less than 60 students used the
Tri-College program between
Winona State, College of Saint
Teresa and Saint Mary's College
fall quarter, 33 of them were from
Winona State.
The program was funded by an
$88,000 grant from 1980-83 which
employed a Tri-County
coordinator on each campus, an
inter-campus bus, newsletters,
brochures and departmental
travel to each college.
Presently, the program has
regressed to only funding for a
cooperative film library and a
joint lecture program.
There are no appointed
coordinators for the program.
Deans from the three colleges
oversee it, but haven't met to
discuss the program for more
than two years.
"The program is less formal
than it used to be," said Sue
Batell, College of Saint Teresa
Dean.
A major obstacle with the
program is the difference in

academic scheduling among the
colleges. Saint Mary's College is
on the semester calendar while
Winona State and College of Saint
Teresa are on the quarter system.
"The amount of people using
the program never mandated
switching of time schedules,"
said John Johnson, Saint Mary's
Dean.
The scheduling conflict is now
combined with a transportation
difficulty causing problems for
students, said Kevin Kotlarz, a
Winona State student who
attended computer classes at
Saint Mary's.
"Finding transportation that
allows me time to get back for the
Winona State classes was
difficult," he said.
Transportation to the other
institutions is left up to the
student. If the student depends
on the city bus, an hour before
and after the class must be
allocated because of the route
and time schedule.
And if that wasn't enough to
keep students away from the TriCollege program, Saint Mary's
student Paul Mosser said the
registration process made it even
more difficult.
"The
whole
registration

Black Awareness week
Continued from page 1
Attendance at both the choir concert and the movie was not as
good as Kosidowski expected. The concert drew around 100, and
the film fewer than 50.
But Kosidowski said he was pleased with the week's success,
especially since this is his first year advising the black cultural
group.
The events of the week were sponsored by the Social-Cultural
Activities Committee, which provided the nearly $1,400 that the
week cost. Part of the week was also funded, said Kosidowski,
from the tickets sold to the ethnic dinner.
But the intent of the week was not to make money.
Kosidowski said it was meant to give other students a taste of
American black culture.
That is, in fact, the overall goal of the Winona State-College of
Saint Teresa Black Cultural Awareness group. To that end, said
kosidowski, the group is planning some other possible events,
such as a spring fashion show. Kosidowski admitted that the
group is a bit limited by its small membership—there are only 15
American blacks on the Winona State campus, and fewer at
Saint Teresa-but that's what he's there for. His job, he said, is to
"give them a little boost."

process for the program is a lot of
running around," he said.
To register for Tri-College
classes, students must complete
a permit form available in the
registrar's office. Completion of
this form requires the signature
of the department chairperson
from the college where the
student will be taking the class.
The completed form is then
transmitted by the student to the
home institution's registrar's
office for approval. The
completed permit serves as a
verification for admission to the
registration area at the
cooperating college.
The student then completes
the registration procedure at the
other institution. After
registration, the student must
return the permit, signed by the
cooperating college's registrar,
to the registrar at the home
institution.
Any student who withdraws
from a Tri-College course must

follow all withdrawal procedures
from the host college and must
also notify the registrar's office
of both colleges.
The primary objectives of the
Tri-College program have been to
provide expanded educational
programs and services, and to
increase opportunities for
students, faculty and staff
through cooperation.
- One branch of the Tri-College
program that remains, the film
library, is "one of the most
promising Tri-College programs,"

Sigma Tau Gamma
Social Fraternity
Beta Xi Chapter
For More Information Contact
Brad
454 • 6499
Chuck
452 - 4231
Bill
454 - 6676
p Nim

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

I

I

Colorado Mountain
Resort
Employer is seeking male and
female applicants for: Retail Sales,
Food Service and other retail
oriented jobs. Mid May thru Mid
September located in Estes Park,
Colo. For further information
write:

om mum

NE Km I Coupon mu EN

Sports-In-Store

251 E. 3rd St

454-2442

.

while quantities last
It EN =I wo um um

That's right, Charlies and your on campus connection,
Delta Sigma Pi, are thinking Spring. Check it out at
Charlie's on Thursday nights, or contact Steve at 4547584 or Todd at 454-1626 for more Spring trip
information.
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ATTENTION
SCIENCE JUNIORS & SENIORS
Our dental program has:

■ Thinking about your future
career?

■ outstanding national and
international reputation and
prestigious faculty.

■ Interested in a people-oriented
profession?

■ excellent clinical and laboratory
facilities.

■ Think about dentistry at the
University of Minnesota School
of Dentistry.

■ special research and foreign
exchange oppoortunities.

■ Prepare for the new healthcentered dentistry of the 90s.

■ available financial aid.

L511

For more information call or write:
Dr. Mellor Holland, Associate Dean
University of Minnesota School of Dentistry
Minneapolis, MN 55455

IJNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

(612) 373-3454

OPEN:
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Everyday

Presents
A
`Spring Fling'

rk

only

National Park Village North
Mark Schifferns
740 Oxford Lane
Fort Collins, CO 80525

Erg

um am

Spring Special
Hacky Sacks
$5 4 00

You can still apply for fall 1985 admission.

WARRIORS

said Judy Gordis, coordinator of
the film library.
The cooperative arrangement
also extends film choices for all
three colleges. For example,
Winona State originally had only
150 titles in its collection. But
through the film library, it now
has access to more than 600.
The Tri-College concert and
lecture series also provide
balanced programs of
educational events for the three
colleges and the community, she
said.

1215 Gilmore
Winona

411111111111 ■

BURGER

KING
mums

Now at Burger King

Hamburgers
Cheeseburgers

39°
49°
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Schmidt hopes to win MSUSA spot
By LISA LARSON
Chief Reporter
Jim Schmidt, vice president of
Winona State's Student Senate,
is one of two candidates for the
chairman of the largest college
student group in Minnesota.
Schmidt hopes to get the
chairman position of the
Minnesota State University
Student Association March 30
when the vote is taken.
So far, the only other person
nominated for the position is
Sandy Schoonover from Mankato
State University. Other
candidates can still be nominated
until March 1.
MSUSA unites the seven state
universities "so they can speak
with one voice at the capital,"

Schmidt said.
Schmidt thinks he has an
excellent chance of being
elected. "I have bi-partisan
support because I have belonged
to both political parties. I also
work well as a coordinator
because as Student Senate vice
president, I coordinate the
committees," he said.
"I have good political contacts
and good friends at the state
capital and I can influence them,"
Schmidt said. He made many
contacts last year while serving
as chairman of the Leglislative
Affairs Committee.
Schmidt believes he is a good
communicator, which he feels is
necessary for the job. "It is
important to talk to people and

Absolutely

Positively
The Lowest Prices in town on

Miller Lite
—Old Style 12 pk. cans
—Budweiser 12 pk. cans

12 pk. cans
—Michelob 6 pk. bottles
—Stroh's 12 pk. cans
176

Warehouse Liquor

E. 3rd

452-1821

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING

build consensus. If we are
perceived to be without unity, we
won't be a credible organization,"
Schmidt said.
What would he do if he was
elected?
"I would build grass roots
support and work on coalition
building," said Schmidt. In
Winona, Schmidt is trying to
build MSUSA support by
contacting the Chamber of
Commerce, the Downtown
Business Association, the
Farmers Union and the Farm
Bureau.
"State universities serve the
rural areas and need farmers'
support," Schmidt said. Schmidt
is trying to build support from
businesses so they realize why
state universities are important
to them economically. For
example, Schmidt said that

Campus Shorts
Film
"When
the
Mountains
Tremble" will be shown today at

7:30 p.m. and Thursday 6:30 and 9
p.m. in the Screening Room, 68
Lafayette. $3 donations will go to
benefit CARA Medical Aid.

Guthrie Theatre

A confidential, non-judgemental clinic for family

planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.

64 1/2 W. 5th

452.4307

Watlow Industries _came to
Winona because of its
educational facilities which are
graduating qualified personnel.
MSUSA is a lobbying and
information-gathering organization for the Minnesota state
universities. Since the fall of
1982, every student attending a
state university pays 5 cents per
credit to maintain an office
building and to employ an
executive and an assistant
director to lobby at the state
capital on student related issues.
One of MSUSA's successes
was when Gov. Rudy Perpich
proposed raising tuition 80
percent in 1982, MSUSA lobbied
to get the increase reduced to 55
percent, said Schmidt. MSUSA
has also gotten help to creat an
appeals process for students
seeking state aid who fail to

A bus trip to the Guthrie
Theatre will leave at 8:30 a.m.
March 23 for the play Anything
Goes, a musical comedy based
on the 1930's.
Student tickets are $7 and
student bus reservation is $6.
Faculty/staff tickets are $9 and
bus reservation is $7.

qualify under the independent
student status.
"MSUSA has grown a lot in the
last three years and I want to
solidify that support even more,"
Schmidt said.
How would he attend college
while serving as state chair?
"Usually, state chairs spend
their fall and winter quarters at
their home campus. When spring
quarter starts, the state chair
usually doesn't take any classes
except for an internship or an
independent study while working
at the state capital," he said.
The state chair is elected by
the president's council of
MSUSA, which includes the
presidents of the seven state
university student senates. Five
out of seven university votes are
needed to be elected.

compiled by

Tami Witzmann

Learn French in France

Business Award

A French language workshop
will be held in France June 29July 30. Students can earn up to
five credits through San Jose
State University. Cost is $1,145
which includes airfare.
For complete details phone
(408) 277-3781.

The Wall Street Journal
Student Achievement Award for
1985 has been won by James F.
Meyer, a senior majoring in
business administration.. It is
awarded annually by vote of
department faculty.
Monday must be submitted to
David Bratt, Performing Arts
Center 204 (457-5241) by March
13.

Theatre of the Mind
"Hats" will be showing today

—Friday at 7 and 9 p.m. at the
Dorothy B. Magnus Theatre. Cost
is $1 for students and $2 for the
general public.

Name Change
The Social Work Club would
like to announce they have
changed their name to the
Student Association of Social
Workers. They would also like to
invite new members to their
meetings. Times are posted in
Minne at the beginning of each
month.

Gaslight Tryouts
Try-outs for Saint Mary's talent
show, Gaslight, will be held
March 9-10 at the college center.
Call 452-4430 for an appointment.

Ski Trip
A ski trip sponsored by
Budweiser will be Thursday. Cost
is $9.50 which includes a lift
ticket, skiing until 10 p.m. and a
party afterward. The bus leaves
from the Peforming Arts Center
at 4:30 p.m.

Satori Submissions
Satori, Winona State's literary
arts magazine, will accept
submissions of prose, poetry,
drama, art and photography from
students, faculty and staff.
Turn in submissions to Susan
Rickey, RAC 208, before March
15.
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Papa John's
Dining
Room Specials

.

From 4.8 p.m.
Free

CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION
WITH THE ARMY COLLEGE FUND.

Dinner salad
with any
spaghetti order.

So you've started college and you want to go on. You have the ability and desire but
need the money. The Army College Fund can help you continue the education you've started.
By qualifying in an Army skill that entitles you to the Army College Fund, you'll be
able to start a special savings plan. When you set aside part of your Army pay each month, the
government will match your savings at least five to one. With a two-year enlistment, you'll
accumulate $15,200. With a three-year enlistment, you could save as much as $20,100 for college.
Keep on growing in college with the Army College Fund. See your local Army Recruiter
for details.
SSG RUSSELL HANSON 454-2267

From 8-closing
Free

-

Open Daily
4:00 p.m.

Garlic toast and
cheese with purchase of sm. med.
or large pizza.

FREE DELIVERY
on WSU Campus

529 Huff

452.1234

1,-.
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A baby and the balance beam
If being a student seems to be
a hard job, add to it a child, a
husband, and an active
involvement in gymnastics, and
you get a taste of what Sylvia
Ponce-Sawyer's life is like.
Aside from being a computer
science major, Sylvia, 23, is also a
wife, a mother, and an AllAmerican gymnast.
How does she manage to
handle all that responsibility?
Babysitters help a lot, said
Sylvia. Sylvia takes her one-and-ahalf year old daughter, Jessica, to
a licensed babysiter that lives a
few houses away.
"Jesse really likes it. There are
other children for her to play with,
and it is really convenient for
me."
If for some reason her regular
babysitter cancels, said Sylvia,
she has no problem finding
someone else.
"My husband, Tom, teaches
high school, so he knows lots of
kids that would watch her."
Sylvia said that she doesn't like
to take Jessica with her to meets
unless there is someone along to
watch her.
"I took her to one meet, and it
was really hard to concentrate on
what I was doing," said Sylvia.
You have to be really aggressive
when you're competing, she said,
and with Jessica to look after she

couldn't be. "You just can't be a
mom at the same time as you are
being a gymnast," she said.
As for school, Sylvia is having
no difficulty.
"Usually computer science
majors must live in the computer
rooms, but I only need to have on
computer class a quarter, so it
doesn't take up so much time,"

she said.
This is Sylvia's fifth year, but
she said she would have had to
have spent five years in school
anyway, so getting married and
having a baby hasn't upset her
education.
It doesn't seem to bother
Sylvia to have a lifestyle different
from that of her friends.

"I've had four years of fun, so I
don't mind settling down," she
said. "I still go out with the girls
once and a while, or Tom and I
will hire a sitter and go out."
"It's not hard," she said,
"because I'm happy. I feel like I'm
established. And things are
always easier when you're
happy."

Sylvia is a senior ma

z,

, ,
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Beam and the uneven parallel bars are the two events Sylvia is in.

Sylvia feeds her one year-old daughter, Jessica.
Because of their busy schedules

Text by Laura Gudbaur Photos by Mark Hoffman
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Like most of the Winona State gymnasts, Sylvia wears pins to show
the number of times she has received high scores.

id her husband Tom Sawyer usually don't have much time to spend together with their daughter Jessica.

Page 10
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Feature
Ma Bell's no longer alone in dorms
By LISA LARSON
Chief Reporter
Winona State on-campus
students now have a second
option available for long distance
telephone service.
a
TeleService,
National
company with a locally-run
branch here, is now an available
option for long distance calls
competing with American
Telephone & Telegraph.
This new option is part of the
Winona State Housing
Department's restructuring of the
telephone system in the
dormitories.
National TeleService charges
$1.50 per month for service,
regardless of how many long
distance calls are made. "If
someone doesn't make many
!ong distance calls, it doesn't pay
for them to sign up for National
TeleService because the cheaper
rates offset the service charge,"
said Gwen Lindstrom, National
TeleService representative, and a
Winona State student.
How do the rates compare?
To direct dial to Minneapolis
through AT&T during the day, a
caller pays 53 cents for the first
minute, and 38 cents for each
additional minute.
If you call Minneapolis through
National TeleService during the
day, the first 40 seconds of the
call are free. After that, it costs 26
cents per minute.
With the National TeleService
option, "it is cheaper the further
away you call," said Lindstrom.
A student who calls Chicago
from Winona through National
TeleService pays 36 cents per
minute during the day, 24 cents
per minute after 5 p.m., and 17
cents per minute after 11 p.m.
weeknights and weekends.
AT&T charges 54 cents for the
first minute and 37 cents for each
additional minute to call Chicago
during the day. They charge 35

Dorm telephones are in the middle of new competition for students' long-distance telephone service. AT&T's share of student
dollars is being challenged by newcomer National TeleService. (photo by Brian J. Poulter)
cents for the first minute and 24
cents for each additional minute
after 5 p.m., 22 cents for the first
minute after 11 p.m. weeknights
and weekends, and 15 cents for
each additional minute.
AT&T and National TeleService
both bill monthly. AT&T sends
only one bill per dorm room, but
National TeleService has
individualized billing, to prevent
problems between roommates.
A $25 deposit is required to
sign up for National TeleService.
"The deposit is used as a security

to make sure students pay their
bills," said Lindstrom. The
deposit will be refunded when
service is discontinued.
Students who want the
National TeleService option must
sign a subscription agreement
which is accomp -anied by the
deposit.
Lindstrom is available outside
the housing office from 8:30-9:30
a.m. and 3:30-4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday to answer
questions.

Spring break trips mean
serious business for some
By PATRICK McILHERAN
Feature Editor
Quite a few students from
Winona State won't be going
home for spring break — they'll
be going to the beckoning
beaches of Texas or Florida. And
some other Winona State
students will be helping them get
there.
One of these other students is
Dawn Hinck, a senior marketing
major from Lake City, Minn. She's
a campus representative for
Campus Marketing, an Illinois
firm that runs tours to Florida.
She's never sold the trips.before,
but she's enthusiastic about
them.
She has good reason to be.
Campus Marketing is not only
paying her a commission on the

trips she sells, it is also giving her
a free trip for every 44 customers
she convinces. She says she'll be
taking a friend with her.
So far, her product has been
heavily demanded. More than 90
students are going on Hinck's
trip, as of last week.
Some of those students will be
driving themselves to Florida, but
many are taking the bus provided
by Campus Marketing. Hinck will
supervise the trip, and will
provide information and tickets
for side-trips once the
vacationers reach their Daytona
destination.
In addition to her duties on the
trip, Hinck has had to do a lot of
preparation in signing up
students for the sojourn.
"It's a lot of running, and it's a

lot of paperwork," she said.
But it's worth it, she says. "It's
great experience in business,"
she added.
Those are words that would
please her boss, Brad Nelson,
owner of Campus Marketing.

Nelson said that he wants his
campus representatives to not
only make money, but also get a
chance to participate in
business.
Nelson's company has been
running student trips for only two
years. He had worked previously
for another travel firm, but thinks
he can give students a better deal
on his own. This year, his firm will
arrange trips for some 10,000
students.
Nelson said the peak of the
See Trips page 11

Recyclers find bonanza
in campus dumpsters
By MARIANNE KNICKREHM
Staff Writer
"Recycling is being a good
steward—using a thing for the
purpose is was created."
The words are those of Elzear
Lillian Kral, known to many as
"Sister Parking Lot," because
she is often seen in parking lots
rummaging through dumpsters.
"And it's survival," she added.
Kral was once in an order of
sisters in the Roman Catholic
Church, but is no longer
associated with the Church. She
spends her days doing research
on what she believes to be the
corruptions of the Catholic
Church and the government, and
also rummaging through
dumpsters in search of
recyclable items, and food.
"I was hungry today for some
fruit," she said, "I think
somebody planted them in (the
dumpster) — an apple and an
orange. I ate them. As long as it's
clean, I eat it."
Kral said she has made her
living out of garbage dumpsters
for five years.
She said she makes between
$5 and $8 a week from recycling.
"It's kept me in bread and
honey," she said.
Winona State does have a lot of
recyclable items to keep Kral and
the others who search in the

Winona State dumpsters for
recyclables in business.
Chief Maintenance Engineer
Lyle Halliday said he estimates
that about 80 percent of the
waste on campus is recyclable
paper.
As for food, campus dining
service director Mary Simota said
none of the food waste gets
thrown into the dumpsters to
become available to pickers. All
the disposable food goes down
garbage disposals.
But Kral she she finds edible
food in many campus dumpsters.
"Sometimes I find pizza too," she
said.
Ivan Larson is another picker
who searches dumpsters for
recyclable cans, but not paper or
food, he said.
Why does he search for cans?
"I've got nothing else to
do—no other income."
Due to health problems, Larson
has been unable to work full-time
for three years. He's been
searching dumpsters and
recycling cans for the past two
years.
Larson said the winter weather
hasn't slowed him down at all,
but it has been a while since he
has taken any cans to be
recycled. According to Larson,
Miller Scrap Iron and Metal Co.,
See Recyclers page 11
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WSU prof gets peek
at federal workings
By JEFF SEVERSON
Staff Writer

...in small packages
Let's make an album for a major record label.
Figure on spending at least $25,000 to put the
record together, and another few thousand on
promotional materials and advertising. We're
$35,000 in the hole, and the album isn't out yet.
Let's skimp a bit on vinyl quality and packaging,
and hope the record sells 500,000 copies so we
can recover our investment.
Instead, let's make a Windham Hill record.
Figure on spending $1,720 on production, and next
to nothing on promotion. We'll use word-of-mouth
instead. Our record will be pressed on high grade
vinyl, and the packaging will be grade A. We'll put
a $10 price tage on it and watch the record gain
"gold" status in sales.
This is the case of a group of piano solos
recorded by George Winston. Winston's
"Autumn" is a gold record (selling more than
500,000 copies), and is Windham Hill's greatest
success.
The small label has grown from a $300
investment into the $14 million sales peak reached
last year. Windham Hill's worst year charted a
181% growth rate. Why such success? Quality
products sell well. Windham Hill puts quality
music on quality vinyl.
Windham Hill's sound has been described as
mood music, new age, folk-jazz, California mellow,

music for yuppies, classical-folk, background
music, and any combination of the above.
Company president Will Ackerman says it's
"nothing fancy, just good, simple music."
Although the music is usually classified as jazz, it is only remotely related to jazz in the traditional
sense. Essentially, the songs are instrumentals
played with acoustic instruments. If you have to
put a label on it, call it Windham Hill.
Windham Hill has tapped a unique market — the
yuppies of the nation. Young urban professionals
are buying these records instead of the soft rock
and adult-contemporary discs the major labels are
putting out for them. The typical buyer is college
educated, aged 25 to 40.
In light of its success, Windham Hill plans to
expand, adding three more labels. West River
Records will feature vocal performances. Hip
Pocket Records will be a mainstream jazz label,
and Lost Lake Arts is a reissue label. George
Winston has formed his own Dancing Cat
Records, which will operate closely with Windham
Hill as well.
The Windham Hill '84 sampler is a good way to
become familiar with tne label's artists.
Shadowfax, Winston, Mark (sham, and Ackerman
are safe bets. Kick off your shoes, lean back, and
relax.

Recyclers
Continued from page 10

where he usually takes his cans,
isn't offering a good enough price
for metal. The price now, Larson
said, is 24c per pound. It's been

as high as 37c per pound, he said.
Larson said on the average he
can collect 50 to 60 pounds a
week. "It has its good times and
its bad times," he said. "It's a lot

of luck."
Larson said he doesn't come to
the dumpsters at Winona State
very often. "There's a lot of
pickers here," he said.

says he wants to get away, too.
He says he hasn't been on a trip
in six years, and he's never been
to Florida. He plans to "hit most
of the tourist places," such as
Disney World.
Pat Klinger is spending spring
break in Florida too, but he and
three friends he is going with
have arranged their trip
themselves. They are flying
south, rather than taking a bus. Klinger estimates that the trip
will cost him and his friends
about $300 each. Nelson's firm,
by contrast, sells its trips for
about $180 each.
Nelson said his trips were a bit

cheaper than most because
students buying them do not find
out which hotel they stay in until
they arrive in Florida. His firm
buys blocks of room, and fills
them as they are needed.
But however he does it doesn't
seem to matter to most of his
customers. Hinck said that the
first 40 trips she sold for Nelson
were through word-of-mouth
publicity.
And not surprisingly, she made
many of her sales immediately
following the string of below-zero
weekends in late January.
"It's cabin fever," she said.

Trips
Continued from page 10

student trip season is mid-March,
so Winona State vacationers will
hit the sands about a week early.
Some, like junior Kathy Arndt,
will compensate by heading
farther south than most. She's
going to Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
which is closer to the tropics
than the more usual and northerly
Daytona.
Arndt, who is going with a
different tour company than
Nelson's, says this is the first
time she's taken one of the trips,
and that she needs to escape the
chilly north.
Another junior, Dave Dicke,

Board has already done the same
thing.
Rieder also called the colleges
Mary Rieder, a professor of
in Penny's district for input as to
economics at Winona State, is
whether they support or oppose
spending her winter in a very
the Reagan plan.
different way this year.
Rieder has handled other
in
working
is
Rieder
duties for Rep. Penny as well, and
Washington, D.C. as part of an
said she is "beginning to
internship program sponsored by
understand" how things work in
U.S. First District Representative
Washington, although she said
Tim Penny.
one Would have to spend a lot of
Penny established the program
time there to really get a clear
to give teachers in southeastern
picture.
Minnesota an inside look at how
Rieder puts in a lot of time in
the federal government works.
Washington,
working 10 to 12Rieder is getting just that.
hour days, "when it's not real
Because she is an economist,
busy."
Rieder said, she is working very
Despite the amount of work,
closely on budget
Rieder says she is having fun.
matters—alternatives to the
She said her work is fascinating,
President's budget, and steps
and although she has not always
that could be taken to reduce the
been politically active, she has
federal deficit.
been "mentally, but not
Reagan's budget plans involve
physically, involved" in politics.
doing away with the Small
One of the things Rider likes
Business Administration,
most about her internship is the
restructuring the higher
chance to meet national figures,
education budget, and freezing
such as White House budget
Medicare and Medicaid
director David Stockman,
programs.
lobbyist and Washington lawyer
She has been calling members
Stuart Eizenstadt, who was
of last year's budget study group.
President Carter's head of
Penny has been chairman of that
domestic
policy, former Council
group for the last two years.
of Economic Advisors head
But Rieder does not just make
Martin Feldstein, whom Rider
phone calls.
said
she is "madly in love with,"
Rieder said her duties cover
and Minnesota's attorney
"basically everything" dealing
general, Hubert H. Humphrey Ill.
with the federal budget.
Rider said her intership is
She has broken the Reagan
budget down into five areas "fast-paced, and affects a lot of
people." With all her newfound
pertaining to higher education:
excitement,
how will she feel
— Putting a cap of about $4,000
about coming back to Winona?
on federal aid per student.
"It will be an absolute downer,"
— Making students whose
Rieder
said with tongue in
parents make over $25,000 per
year ineligible for any federal aid cheek.
Actually, Rieder is looking
other than the guaranteed
forward
to sharing her
student loan,
experiences with her students.
— Keeping students whose
parents make more than $32,500 "I'll be able to use a lot of what
I'm doing in my classes," said
per year eligible for guaranteed
Rieder.
student loans, but not for the
This internship, Rider said, will
usual interest subsidy,
"certainly
improve my teaching,
— Requiring all students to
contribute at least $800 toward and change the approach I take in
my classes, because I can
their education,
incorporate more political
— Tightening up independent
student status requirements, realities into my teaching."
This is not the first time Rieder
with students 22 years of age and
has
worked in Washington. She
older eligible for classification as
independent students. This issue spent a year directing the
hits close to home for Minnesota Division of National Cost
students, as the Minnesota Estimates at the Health Care
Higher Education Coordinating Financing Administration.
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Today, the toughest thing about going to college is
finding the money to pay for it.
But Army ROTC can help—two ways!
First, you can apply for an Army ROTC scholarship. It
cover tuition, books, and supplies, and pays up to $1,000
each school year it's in effect.
But even in you're not a scholarship recipient, ROTC
can still help with financial assistance—up to $1,000 a
year for your last two years in the program.
For more information, contact your Professor of
Military Science.
ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Apply for 3 year scholarships before 29 March 1985
Contact Captain Bob Seal, Room 118, Somsen, 457-5153
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Arts Focus
Struggle to keep Satori continues
By MICHAEL PUMROY
Staff Reporter
If Winona State's literary arts
magazine Satori was to die, the
university would be losing "one
of the major things it can be
proud of," said new Satori
advisor Susan Rickey of the
communication and theater arts
department.
The planning of Satori started
later than usual this year due to
the lack of an advisor and funding
problems, said editor Debbie
Meyers.
Meyers said that this late start
shouldn't affect the student-run
publication from getting out its
17th volume sometime in May.
Meyers, co-editor of the 1984
is a large degree
Satori,
responsible for getting things
rolling for this spring's issue.
In the fall of 1984 Orval Lund of
the English department resigned
as advisor for Satori after having
filled the position since 1974.
Satori, having been left without an
advisor, was seemingly at an
impasse. The advisor acts mainly
as a resource person but is
needed for the student project to
get funds.
Near the end of this fall
quarter, Meyers had become
quite frustrated by the situation.
Meyers said she was enrolled in a
speech class at the time and was
asked to prepare an informational
speech.
Meyers chose Satori as her

topic.
Along with the merits of
publication Meyers stressed the
need for an advisor. After the
class Meyers' instructor, Susan
Rickey, volunteered for the
position.
Rickey, who works with the
forensics team, said she had gone
to Satori many times for material

and had found some very good
things there.
"I had an interest in the
magazine to begin with, and when
I heard of the magazine's need for

an advisor, I said I was willing to
do it," Rickey said.
Rickey is not interested in
pointing fingers, but she said, "I
just couldn't believe that no one
from the English department had
volunteered."
Rickey went on to say, "I really
thought that when it was found
out that a faculty member from
outside the department was
taking on the job, someone would
step forward."
Rickey, Lund and Meyers talk
openly about the problems
associated with Satori, but they
do so because they feel Satori is
important and should survive.
Editor Meyers feels that Satori
"reflects the attitudes of
students to their world."
"You can go through back
issues and get a feeling for that,
period in time," Meyers said.
The magazine also gives those
students whose work is selected,
the opportunity to be published
for the first time, Meyers said.
Lund feels it's a healthy thing
for students to get their creative
work published.
Being published can be "a
scary thing," Lund said. "You're
putting a part of yourself on the
line." But he concluded that this
can lead to creative growth.
Rickey as well as Lund and
Meyers agree that Satori has not
received the recognition that it
deserves.
Lund, having left as advisor
after 10 years said, "I just didn't
feel there was enthusiasm
around campus for the
magazine."
Lund stressed the fact that
Satori is a student publication,
and it is the students who have to
get behind it if it's going to work.

Lund felt having an open
reading of work from Satori by its
authors would be one way of
making the magazine visible. "We
should celebrate the coming out
of Satori," Lund said.
Rickey agreed that the

Satori editor Deb Meyers and advisor Susan Rickey review entries. (photo by Dan Reiland)
publication needs to become
more visible.
"It just doesn't receive the
publicity it should," she said.
Rickey said that one problem
has been that the publication
comes out at different times each
year.
Rickey said that carry-over in
staff would lend a little stability
to the publication.
If an editor could be picked for
next year's staff, things would be
ready to go in the fall, Rickey
said.
She feels that the advisor's
role could be minimized with a
good staff and its insight passed
on to at least part of the following
year's staff.
Rickey, when asked whether
she would take on the job of

advisor again, said she wanted to students involved in the arts were
see how she does this time out.
to run for student senate
Rickey admitted she was a
positions it could help Satori.
little scared, not having done
Both Lund and Rickey
something like this before, but
mentioned what a great thing a
feels Meyers' experience from
private endowment would be.
last year will be of great help.
In looking at the financial
One problem that has always future of Satori, Rickey said, "I
plagued Satori is money.
hope it doesn't get to the point
The average cost of the where we have to sell it."
magazine since its inception in
A possibility of soliciting
1968 is $1,000. The average
underwriting from local
number of copies is 1,000.
bookstores was one suggestion
The money is acquired from
Rickey made.
the student activity fund through
Another possibility would be a
the student senate.
datebook, incorporating the
This process can be slow. Lund visual and literary artwork within.
Rickey, Lund and Meyers
said he was getting tired of
submitting a budget every spring, definitely feel there is something
being turned down, and having to worthwhile in keeping Satori
alive.
resubmit in the fall.
Lund feels that if more

Upcoming films have foreign flavor
Film Preview
By JEFF KISH
Staff Writer
Dersu Uzala is a movie with a
humane bias. It is about true love
without its underpinnings: the
tale of two men from different
sides of the track and their
episodic friendship set against a
natural backdrop of lyrical
beauty.
Dersu is a Mongolian hunter,
old and hardened, who lives in
the forest. He believes that fire,
wind, and water are "strong
men," a theme that runs
throughout the movie. When
Dersu joins a surveying team of
soldiers, their captain becomes
his friend, although nothing in
common binds them except

mutual respect and regard for
nature. Their contrast contours
the plot and innocuously sets up
the ending.
The film's natural element
provides a context that is
beautiful to look at. Director Akira
Kurosawa makes appropriate use
of the Siberian wilderness by not
concentrating on it. There are
few, if any, long, meditative shots
highlighting the natural
beauty—scenes dedicated soley
to photographic art. Instead, the
characters are placed in a setting
which is a constant of nature's
awesomeness. There is no need
to highlight art for it highlights
itself.
In all, an excellent movie.
Pointedly, it is poetic narrative

set free by its environment,
captured with ingenuity and
grace; it is warm and endearing
without being sentimental, clearminded and pensive while still
engrossing. Dersu Uzala is well
worth seeing.
Dersu Uzala will be playing at
the Screening Room on Feb. 2224 at 8 p.m. each night.
Admission is $3 and $1.50 for
members.

Also at the Screening Room,
on Feb. 20 and 21 starting at 7:30
p.m. on Wednesday and 6:30 and
9 p.m. on Thursday, there will be
two movies about Guatemala.
When the Mountain Trembles,

directed by Pamela Yates and
Thomas Sigel, is the story of a
Guatemalan woman whom
history transforms from an
improvished, migratory peasant
to a leading voice in shaping the
destiny of her people. The history
dates back to 1954 with the CIAbacked overthrow of Guatemala's
fledgling democracy, which was
subsequently replaced by the
now 30-year-old, U.S. partial,
military dictatorship. From
illiterate to Christian leader of the
revolution, Rigoberta Menchu
narrates her story, recounting the
torture and deaths of her father
and two brothers.
Yates described her film as an
experiment: "We wanted to test
the limits of what a documentary

can be." She and Sigel, who
directed the Talking Head's
highly acclaimed rock video,
"Burning Down The House,"
create a very moving story by
means of historical recreation,
interviews, documentary footage,
and Menchu's narration. Both
have won awards for their
excellence in photo-journalism.
In conjunction, a short
documentary will also be shown
called Adios, Guatemala. It
details the plight of Guatemalan
refugees.
Both films together last less
than two hours and the price of
admission is a $3 dollar donation
to the Central America Resource
Alliance's Medical aid program.
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Sports
Warrior gymnasts give Nebraska scare
By JOHN PAUL SCHALLER
Sports Editor
The Winona State University gymnastics team showed why it
is ranked No. 1 in the NAIA last weekend as they defeated the
University of Northern Illinois and the University of WisconsinMilwaukee in a triangular meet on Saturday and put a scare into
the University of Nebraska, a NCAA Division I school, on Sunday.
On Saturday, the Warriors used a record setting performance
on the vault to edge out UNI 173.3 to 172.35. UW-Milwaukee
finished last with a 142.95.
According to Juaire, the record score of 45.05 on the vault is
what gave the Warriors their margin of victory.
"We looked great on the vault, but we fell apart on the bars,"
said Juaire. "If we would have had a normal day on the bar, we
really would have had quite a score."
Juaire was also very pleased with the performance of the
seniors.
"Tracy Harvey had the finest performance of her career," said
Juaire.
Harvey, who finished second in the all-around competition,
with a 34.9, finished first on the vault with a 9.3 and second the
bars with a 9.
Jean Schuler finished second in the vault with a 9.15 for the
Warriors, while Kathy Horyza finished in a three-way tie for third
with a 9.
Sylvia Ponce-Sawyer finished third on the bars with an 8.45.
On the balance beam for the Warriors, Schuler and Kathy Fitz
finished in a tie for third, while Katie Dempsey hit a 9.2 on the
floor exercise, good enough for first. Schuler hit a 9 to tie for
second.
On Sunday, the Warriors traveled to the University of Nebraska
for a dual meet at the Bob Devaney Sports Center.
The Warriors set a record score of 177 in a losing effort as they
fell to Nebraska with a score of 179.
"We looked good in Nebraska. We didn't have a down event,"
said Juaire. "In fact, at the midway point after the bars and vault
we were ahead by a point and a half."
According to Juaire, "The judges weren't going to let us beat
Nebraska in their home gym."
"The better team won, but I think the score should have been
even closer," added Juaire.
Harvey had another personal best - score in the all-around
competition as she finished in third place with a 35.8, while
Schuler was fourth with a 35.65.
Harvey and Horyza finished in a tie for second in the vault with
a 9.1, while Harvey and Ponce-Sawyer tied for third on the bars
with an 8.9.
Dempsey placed third in the floor exercise for the Warriors
with a 9.15.
Juaire attributed the good showing to the experience of the
seniors.
"All of our gymnasts are doing well right now, but you can
really see the leadership of our three seniors as a factor in our
performances," said Juaire.
The Warriors next meet is Saturday at Iowa State University in
Ames.

Sylvia Ponce-Sawyer performs her beam routine at the University of Nebraska Sunday. Ponce-Sawyer
scored an 8.55 during Winona State's loss to the Cornhuskers. (photo by Mark Hoffman)

Warrior women thinclads 8th at UW-L

By TOM TUSA
Assistant Sports Editor
The Winona State women's
track team finished eighth out of
a ten team field in the University
Wisconsin-La Crosse
of
Invitational last Saturday, and in
the process, established two
more school records.
La Crosse won the meet with
210 total points. The University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire finished
second with 91 points and
University of Wisconsin-Parkside
was third with 64 points. Winona
State had 19 points.
Colleen Holmes shattered the
old Winona State 300-yeard run
with a time of 39.9. The old record
was established in 1976 with a
time of 42.8. Holmes finished
second in the race.
The relay team of Cathy
Maslowski, Melinda Horton,
Cheryl Peters and Nancy Pribyl

broke the old distance medley
relay record with a time of
13:44.4. The time was good for a
fourth place finish.
The shot put event had Winona
State's Rosie Walehka place
sixth with a put of 35 feet, two
inches.
The relay team of Linda Vivian,
Angie Thomas, Kelly Kaufenberg
and Holmes took fifth place in the
880-yard relay despite winning
their heat with a time of 1:57.8.
Holly Duckett finished fifth in
the 440-yard dash with a time of
79.2.
Thomas finished sixth in the
300-yard run with a time of 43.8.
The mile relay team of
Maslowski, Cecile Gadbois,
Horton and Holmes placed sixth
with a time of 4:32.6.
Winona State coach Marge
Moravec was quite pleased with
the results of the meet.

"I felt we ran quite well,
considering we had many girls in
the semi-finals and the finals,"
said Moravec. "We were
definitely in every race. We ran in

competition of our level, except
for La Crosse who are the threetime defending national
champs."
The women travel this week to

compete in the University of
Wisconsin-Oshkosh Invitational
on Saturday.

Warrior men's track team
defeated by UW-Stout
By TOM TUSA
Assistant Sports Editor
The Winona State men's track
team finished second in a dual
meet with the University of
Wisconsin-Stout in Menomonie,
Wisc. last Friday.
Stout finished with a team total
of 100 points to the Warriors 43.
The Warriors John Kahoun
finished first in the triple jump
with a distance of 41 feet, 8

inches, second in the long jump
at 19 feet, 11 and three-quarter
inches, and was third in the 44yard dash with a time of 56.5.
Larry Elvebak was first in the
mile run with a time of 4:33 and
second in the 600-yard run at 1:25.
Chris Nelson placed first in the
300-yard dash with a time of 36.2.
Mike DeLio had a high jump of 6
feet, 6 inches to take first place.
Coach Bob Keister said that

these meets are really being run
for practice.
"We don't even care about the
indoor season," said Keister.
"Right now we only have about 15
men out for the team, so I just put
them to anywhere."
"We are just trying to get ready
for the outdoor meets. But, what
we have done so far, there have
been a few surprises," said
See Track page 14
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Warrior women drop two, fall short of playoff berth
By WAYNE BOWER
Staff Reporter

•

The
Warrior
women's
basketball team had its play-off
hopes dashed this weekend as
they dropped two games, first to
Morris 73-54 and then to
Southwest State 73-53.
Friday's game was much
closer than the 19 point margin
indicates. The Warriors trailed by
three at the half, and although
that three points is as close as
Winona would be the rest of the
game, Morris couldn't pull away

until the last eight minutes.
This weekend marked the
return of Warrior center Sheila
Fitzgerald, who has been out of
action since Jan. 19 when she
suffered an ankle injury in a game
against Moorhead State.
Fitzgerald saw limited play in the
first half, but came around
offensively in the second half
connecting on three jump shots
to finish off the night with eight
points.
Co-captain Mary Jo Kranz led
Winona State with 10 points. The

Warriors other co-captain Kris
Kruse, who went into the game as
the Northern Sun Conference
leading scorer, added 9.
After the game, head coach
Betty Kelley, had praise for the
Morris team. "Morris played the
best ball they've played in awhile.
I give all the credit in the world to
number twelve (Morris guard
Brenda Magnuson). She really
made their offense go."
Saturday's game at Southwest
State saw much of the same for
the Warriors. The Mustangs held

Warrior 5 end skid
against Morris. West followed
with 12, and Mike Sir and Barry
It took a month. It lasted eight Burkhatrzmeyer each added eight
games. it came courtesy of the points.
Winona State shot 86 percent
University of Minnesota-Morris —
from the free throw line, hitting
again.
The Winona State men's 12 of 14 attempts.
West's 27 points against
basketball team finally ended
their losing streak by defeating Southwest was a season high for
Morris 60-58 last Friday night to the Warriors, but the Mustangs
assure th-e Warriors of not were like wild horses on the
finishing last in the Northern boards, outlassoing the Warriors
Intercollegiate Conference. 51-29.
West was 10 of 14 from the
The Warriors came back on
Saturday night and were beaten field and seven for eight from the
by Southwest State 84-70, line.
Bill Barker had 11 points and
despite getting 27 points from
five rebounds, and Sir added nine
guard Jason West.
_
The Warriors are now 2-8 in the points.
The Warriors close out the
NIC, and 6-19 overall. Both
conference wins have been season by hosting games this
against Morris. The last win was Saturday against Northern State,
Jan. 12. Morris has yet to win a and Sunday against Southwest.
conference game this year. Both games are scheduled for 3
Mark Stensgard led the way for p.m. in McCown Gymnasium.
the Warriors with 16 points

a slight 30-26 halftime lead before
galloping away in the second,
half outscoring Winona 43-27.
Junior guard Ruth Boberg, who
has been in a scoring slump,
exploded to lead the Warriors
with 19 points, Henze added 12
and Kranz contributed 10.
The Warriors finished up the
season with a 4-6 NSC record and
a 10-15 overall record.
Despite the poor record,
Winona State missed a NAIA
play-off birth by one power point
to Morris, in the leagues power

rating system.
As for the season's outcome,
Kranz shared some of her
feelings saying, "We surprised a
lot of people by winning more
games than we have in the past.
It's just disappointing when you
control your own destiny and you
lose two games that you know
you should have won."

Priority House

By TOM TUSA
Assistant Sports Editor

Have a good spring
break and may
Partying be with
you.
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Track
Continued from page 13
Keister.
Elvebak will be in the threeThis Friday and Saturday, three mile run, Kahoun in the triple
Warriors will compete in the jump and DeLio will be in the high
National Association of jump.
Intercollegiate Athletics Indoor
Nationals at Kansas City, Mo.
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SHINE 7'
■ 3-5:30
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HAPPY
HOUR

BAR & CAFE

MONDAY
Specials on Margueritas
and shots
8-12 pm

TUESDAY
Special on 16 oz. can of
Miller

8-12 pm

WEDNESDAY
Tap Beer Special

3-12 pm

Mon-Friday
THURSDAY

Special Price On all
the Beer U-Can-Drink
V2 Price Mixed Drinks
9-12 pm.

FRIDAY
Good Times

SATURDAY
2 for 1 on mixed drinks
9-12 pm

SUNDAY
Vikings Game Special
1 st Keg Free

Just 2 Blocks East of the M.Q.

SUNSHINE
BAR & CAFE
79 E. 2nd

,1.7,;rxnaos,72

454-7772

You've been studying for
hours. The pages are
blurring and your stomach
is stirring. So why not take
a break and call Domino's
Pizza? Well be there with
a hot, custom-made pizza
in 30 minutes or less.
Guaranteed! All of our
pizzas are made with
100 0/0 real dairy cheese
and fresh, not frozen,
toppings. Now isn't that
worth contemplating!

Menu
All Pizzas Include Our
Special Blend of Sauce
and 100 0/. Real Cheese
Our Superb Cheese Pizza
12" cheese $4.99
16" cheese $7.19

Domino's Deluxe
5 items for the price of 4:
Pepperoni, Mushrooms.
Onions. Green Peppers
and Sausage
12" deluxe $ 8.55
16" deluxe $12.35
Electives
Pepperoni. Mushrooms.
Black Olives. Onions.
Green Olives. Sausage.
Ground Beef. Ham. Green
Peppers. Double Cheese.
Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ .89 per item
16" pizza $1.29 per item
Coke' 16 oz bottles,
59c.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00
Limited Delivery Area
Prices do not include applicable sales tax
ity1984 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

r

$5.99
Special

Pay only $5.99 for a
12" one item pizza
and 2 Cokes' .
Expires in one week.
Fast, Free Delivery'"

909 W. 5th St.
\ Winona
Phone: 454-6700
,ITC NA 103, i940

.1

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERSTM
FREE.
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Party with the

KLING-ONZ

" ffounntenac

14,789 to choose from — all subjects!
Rush $2 for the current, 306-page catalog. Custom research & thesis assistance also available.
Research, 11322 Idaho Ave., #206 JC,
Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213) 477-8226. j

AU PAIRS/
NANNIES
NEEDED:

Friday, February
22

Last Day of
Winter
Classes! ! !
Bus leaves WSU at
3:30 p.m.
Ski from 5-10 p.m.
Part from 10:15-12:15

RESEARCH

RESEARCH PAPERS

Metal barbell plates and
metal dumb-bell bars.
Call Sat. at 452 6844
anytime.

Government Jobs
$15,000-$50,000/yr. possible. All occupations. Call
800-687-6000 Ext. R-6195 to
find out how.

• Featuring Formal Cadillac Limousine

Advanced Ticket Sale
Only

• Visiting Dignitaries
• Sightseeing Tours
• Social Functions
• All Airports

Contact Ted White

452-4924

From
Left Field
by John Paul Schaller

-

Limousine Service, Inc.

Movies, Free Beer

452-9105

Authors' Research. Rm
407 S. Dearborn. Chicago, II_ 80805

Wanted to buy:

Should enjoy creative childcare, be
willing to relocate East, able to
make a Summer (June 1-Sept. 1) or
9-12 month commitment for great
salary, benefits and excellent
working conditions. Round trip air
provided. Warm, loving families
prescreen by HELPING HANDS,
INC.33 Whipple Road, Wilton, CT
06897. 203 - 834.1742 NO FEE.

Music, Dancing, Ski

Send $2 for catalog
of over 16,000 topics to
assist your research efforts. For info., call tollfree 1-800-621-5745 (in Illinois call 312.922-0,300)

• Weddings
• Formals
• Parties
• Proms

For all occasions in or out of town

Watch out for the Twins
Well Minnesota, it looks like you are finally going to take your
baseball seriously.
That's right, for the first time in umpteen years the Minnesota
Twins are making headlines by paying their ballplayers what
they're worth.
You guys better be careful, if you sign all of your good players
you might just win a division, a pennant or maybe even, God
forbid, a world series.
Actually, I'm glad to see it. The Twins have always had some•
good ball players. The problem was that they never stayed
around long enough to build the kinid of experienced ball team
that it takes to win the big games.
That's what happened last year. The Twins lack of experience
in important ballgames cost them the division title.
This year it may be different. You see, the Twins are
hungry—they have to be. Last year they came so close that they
got a taste of what success is like and now they want more.
The Twins have the right combination for a very successful
team. They are young, eager and talented. They are the kind of
team that will steal home on you to win the game in the bottom
of the ninth.
I have never been a Twins fan and I don't ever intend on
becoming one, but I like the Milwaukee Brewers even less.
Therefore, I hope the Twins make humburger of the Brewers
every chance they get.
I always like to see the underdog make it big and I think that
the Twins are going to do it this year.
In fact, I am going to go out on a limb and predict that the
Minnesota Twins will take their division and possibly even win
the American League Pennant.
Good luck Twinkies, I'll bet even some of those cub fans are
pulling for you deep down.

IBM TYPEWRITER RENTAL
WEEKLY OR MONTHLY
Kennedy Business
Systems
111 Main St.
454-6705

Typing, Resumes,
Cover Letters
Reasonable Rates
Phone 452-7774

SUMMER JOBS
• Busboys • Chambermaids •Service Station
Attendents •Kitchen Help •Room Clerks
• Switch Board Operators - Etc., Etc.
If you like the fun and excitement of working the summer for a NATIONAL
PARK - RESORT HOTEL - GUEST RANCH - SUMMER CAMP - CRUISE SHIPALASKA - ETC., ETC...we have researched and compiled a new SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT GUIDE that will show you how and where to apply for a
summer job of your choice!

Stay out from under when the chips are down and

YOU CAN HAVE IT

Compiled in our GUIDE is a list of NATIONAL PARKS-RESORT HOTELSGUEST RANCHES-SUMMER CAMPS THROUGHOUT THE U.S.-OPPORTUNITIES ON CRUISE SHIPS-AND OPPORTUNITIES IN ALASKA.

Make the sure move to Michelob Light and youll get it all:
super-premium taste and a less-filling beer.

•• ■ •••••••••.....ORDER
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT GUIDE
131 ELMA DR. DEPT. G 248
-

CENTRALIA, WA. 98531
Michelob Light Beer, Anheuser-Busch. Inc. St. Louis. Mo

Needham Harper Worldwide, Inc.
ABML-41-011-A

PP-2067

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.—MICHELOB LIGHT
College Newspapers (1985)
1/2 Page Tabloid (SAU 3x10.51, B&W Non-Bleed
The Michelob Light Guide To Making It In The Real World.
Corporate Gamesmanship.

To order our SUMMER EMPLOYMENT GUIDE, send $8.00 cash, check, or
money order. Our GUIDE is sent to you with a 90 day money back guarantee.
If for any reason you are not satisfied with our GUIDE, simply return it within
90 days and your full purchase price will be refunded IMMEDIATELY.

.

Contact Campus Representative
Wayne Bower
717 Wilson St.
454.4167

NAME (Please Print)
ADDRESS
CITY

APT#
STATE

ZIP
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Winonan

Warrior baseball team prepares to defend title
By WAYNE BOWER
Staff Reporter

Sbragia will be his counter part at
shortstop.
With 15 returning lettermen,
Sophomore Brian Hellenbrand
and the 1984 Northern
will also return to the '85 ball club
Intercollegiate Conference to round off the infield.
Championship, one would think
The outfield appears to be
that Warrior Coach Gary Grob equally as strong for the
would have no concerns about Warriors. Squire, who stole 29
the upcoming season.
bases a year ago, was the Winona
Though Grob isn't afraid to put
State mainstay in left field, but
his team on the field, he uses the might be seeing some designated
term "guarded optomism." Grob hitting duties this spring. Squire
explains his phrase this way. "It's
will be joined in left by Duane
obvious what we have here as far
Vike. Vike takes on the role of
as the talent goes. The guarded
utility man for the Warriors. Aside
means that nobody is going to
from left field, Vike is also a back
play dead for us just because we
up at third and first base. In
are the Winona State baseball
center field, last year's starter
team." Grob continued, "We're
Doug Peyton returns, and in right,
gonna have to forget about last
Brent Gaustad will spend his
year and just start from scratch."
senior year in a Warrior uniform./
Among the returners are triA year ago, Gaustad batted .398
captains Mark Miller, Dean
in 37 games and didn't commit a
Schulte, and Tom Squire.
single error.
Miller. along with junior Chris
If Winona State does have a
Mosson, shared much of the
weakness, it is in the pitching
catching duties last year, and
staff. After losing three of Grob's
with a year of experience under four starters, all that remains is
their belt, they promise to be two ace, Ted Benson. In addition to
of the best back-stops in the
Benson, Grob is relying on the
conference.
help of newcomers Jon Wisecup
First base will be occupied by
and Nick Ciola. Wisecup is
Dan Walseth. Walseth led the
actually returning to the Warrior
Warriors with nine home runs, 51
staff after a two-year absence. As
RBIs and a slugging percentage
for the fourth starting spot, Grob
of .746, while batting .408, one is looking for a big year from
percentage point behind Schulte,
Mark Schmitz, Greg Johnson and
who led the team.
Todd Kieffer to fill the gap.
Schulte will once again hold
"Those guys could be the key
down the second base position, to the team this year," Grob said.
while it looks like senior Warren
"They're all gonna have to come

The Winona State Mens Baseball Team will be sliding into action March 24 at the Metrodome in
Minneapolis. (photo by Steve Apps)

through."
Bullpen ace Jay Kryzmarzick,
who saved 6 games while winning
an additional 4, returns for
another season, and Grob added,
"might be moved into the fourth
starting position later in the
season."
Will playing with basically the

same team be an advantage?
"You bet it will," Miller had this
to say about the subject.
"Everybody knows each other
and likes each other; therefore,
we all like to play together."
Miller continued, "A couple of
years ago, there were two
factions now we can kid around

with each other. It just makes it a
lot easier."
What will happen this year
nobody really knows, but whether
it be "guarded" or not, the feeling
around this year's boys of spring
is definitely optimistic.

WINTER QUARTER

BOOK BUY BACK

Monday, February 25 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Tuesday, February 26 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Wednesday, February 27 8:00 AM to 11:00 PM
Bring in all the books you
no longer need!
Hardcover or Paperback

